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Abstract Electronic voting (e-voting) is used to solve the problems of traditional
paper-based voting and to lower costs. So far, many researchers have offered their
secure e-voting systems. However, the existing schemes do not seem to meet the
requirement of delegation. For example, a stockholder may want to assign some
other person in the company to vote by using a warrant, and the system should
provide such service. In this paper, the authors propose a novel e-voting scheme
called the proxy e-voting scheme that has the ability to delegate a proxy to vote.
The proxy e-voting scheme can satisfy all the requirements we bring up. As a
result, the scheme not only can be easily implemented but also has less compu-
tational cost for voters to cast the ballots.
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1 Introduction

Each lawful citizen in a democratic country has the right and duty to participate in
elections. Voting is a common approach used in elections. And a voter must cast a
vote by himself/herself. In recent years, the stunning advancement of the Internet
and other computer technologies have brought human communications to a new
era, and such an important human value as democracy, carried out through voting,
can now also be practiced electronically.

In 1983 [2], Chaum first proposed a concept called blind signature, and then
many researchers developed and proposed their secure e-voting schemes on the
basis of the blind signature scheme concept. Indeed, the blind signature mecha-
nism enables many secure e-voting schemes to protect the privacy of the voters
[10, 14, 15, 18, 19]. For example, Fujioka et al. [10] proposed a scheme where the
privacy of the voters is ensured this way. Each voter encrypts his/her vote by using
a random secret key and sends this vote to the counter center through an anony-
mous channel [1, 3], and this must be done again in the opening phase. In other
words, in their scheme, the voter must send the same anonymous message twice.
To reduce the communication cost, in the schemes in [14, 19], each voter only
sends one anonymous message. Besides, Sako [19] also proposed a practical
voting scheme where only a single center is involved. In the scheme, an open
objection can be made to the tally without disclosing anyone’s vote to other voters.

In 1998, Mu and Varadharajan [18] proposed two anonymous secure e-voting
schemes that can not only protect the privacy of the voters, but also prevent double
voting. One scheme assumes that the Authentication Server (AS) is trustworthy,
and the other does not. Furthermore, if double voting occurs, the Ticket Counting
Server (TCS) can compute the information from the two ballots and send the
information to AS to identify the voters. However, in 2003, Chien et al. [5] and Lin
et al. [15] showed that any voter could vote more than once without being detected
in the Mu-Varadharajan scheme. Lin et al., on the other hand, improved the
scheme to strengthen the protection against fraud while the Mu-Varadharajan
scheme’s advantage inherited from the blind signature concept still remains
without any special voting channel needed.

In 2003, Yun and Lee proposed an e-voting scheme based on the undeniable blind
signature scheme [22]. Assume that the Authorization Center is trustworthy when an
untraceable communication channel is used. They follow the challenging/responding
approach to verify the validity of the participants. The blind signature scheme is used to
provide anonymity to the voters and to ensure that the intermediate voting results will
not affect the entire election. However, their scheme does not support double voting
detection. Recently, a lot of researchers proposed their e-voting schemes based on
novel techniques [4, 9, 11, 12]. These schemes only addressed the traditional e-voting
schemes. So far, there has been no e-voting scheme based on the blind signature
scheme that supports double voting detection, and no voter can authorize a proxy to
cast the ballot. Therefore, in this paper, we intend to propose a novel e-voting scheme,
called the proxy e-voting scheme, to solve the above problems.
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In 1996, Mambo et al. [17] first proposed the proxy signature concept. It allows
a proxy signer to sign documents on behalf of the original signer. Several security
requirements the proxy signature scheme has met [7, 16, 17, 20]:

• Verifiability: A valid proxy signature can be verified by anyone.
• Unforgeability: Only the original signer and designated proxy signer can create

a valid proxy signature.
• Identifiability: Any proxy signer should be able to get identified by the proxy

signature.

It is not hard to realize how closely such concepts as proxy signature and proxy
e-voting are related to each other. In 2004, Dai et al. [6] proposed a privacy
protecting proxy signature scheme and its application. Besides privacy protection,
they also provided an application of proxy signatures to e-voting. However, there
was no clear proxy e-voting protocol. A similar problem is found in [21]. In this
paper, we propose a new proxy e-voting scheme based on the proxy signature
scheme. The main contribution of this paper is that the voter can empower a proxy
to cast the ballot. This delegation application can come in quite handy in our lives.

An ideal proxy e-voting scheme must satisfy the following requirements
[13, 15, 18].

• Delegation: The original voter can either cast the ballot by himself/herself or
grant his/her voting privilege to a proxy voter to do that for him/her.

• Unforgeability: Besides the original voter, the designated proxy voter can
generate a valid proxy signature and act on behalf of the original voter. And
nobody else can generate the valid proxy signature of the proxy voter.

• Anonymity: The identities of the original voter and the proxy voter are untraceable
from the votes. When the votes are published in the electronic bulletin board, any
third party can never obtain the voter’s information from the votes.

• Vote uniqueness: Every voter is unique. The votes generated by them are also
unique.

• Multi-value: In previous e-voting schemes, voters are mostly allowed only to
click on either the yes or the no on the ballot. To make a difference, our scheme
supports a ballot with much more flexibility. In addition, our scheme can also
work smoothly when several elections are held at the same time.

• Verifiability:

– Intentional Verifiability: the original voter can verify the content of the vote to
see whether it is the candidate he/she intends to vote for that is chosen by the
proxy voter.

– Individual Verifiability: a proxy voter can verify his/her vote to see whether it
has been counted by Ticket Counting Server.

• Tally correctness: The final tally must be equal to the total number of the valid
votes.

• Double voting detection: When double voting occurs, the authority gets to know
who the voters are.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect.2, we shall present
our novel proxy e-voting scheme. In Sect.3, we shall analyze the security of our
scheme. Finally, a conclusion is given in Sect.4.

2 The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we proposed our novel proxy e-voting scheme based on proxy
signatures. Our new scheme supports not only proxy voting but also double-voting
detection.

2.1 Notations

The system parameters of the proposed scheme are defined, and some notations are
given as follows. t denotes timestamp; || denotes a concatenation; p denotes a large
prime; q denotes a large prime factor of (p - 1); g denotes a generator for Z�p; flag
denotes a tag of proxy information; s0 denotes a signature of flag made by AS; {ex,
dx}, nx denotes a long-term RSA key pair of each participant x and a product of two
large prime numbers nx, where ex � dx mod / nxð Þ ¼ 1; xo; yof g denotes the private
key and public key of original voter, where xo 2 Z�q; yo ¼ gx o mod p; xp; yp

� �

denotes the private key and public key of proxy voter, where xp 2 Z�q; yp ¼
gx p mod p; hð:Þ denotes a one-way hash function; Mw denotes a warrant which
records the identities of the original voter Vo, the proxy voter Vp, and the valid
delegation time, etc.; Cnum denotes the intention number of candidates; m denotes
voting content including candidate’s information; SignA(B) denotes this is a digital
signature of the message B. The signature is signed by the private key A using
ElGamal-like digital signature scheme [8]. When a verifier wants to verify the cor-
rectness of the signature, he/she can use the corresponding public key y = gA mod p
to verify the digital signature and check if B is correct.

There are four parties involved in the proposed scheme as follows. Vo denotes
the original voter; Vp denotes the proxy voter; AS denotes the Authentication
Server; TCS denotes the Ticket Counting Server.

2.2 The Proxy E-Voting Scheme

The novel proxy e-voting scheme is composed of five processes: delegation phase,
registration phase, voting phase, counting phase and verifying phase. The frame-
work of our proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 1.

(1) Delegation Phase:

(a) Vo chooses a random number ko 2 Z�q and computes ro = gko mod p and
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r ¼ xoyo þ ko � h Mw; roð Þmod q:

(b) Vo sends r; ro;Mw;Cnumf g to Vp over a secure channel.
(c) After receiving r; ro;Mw;Cnumf g; Vp verifies whether the equation holds:

gr? ¼ yyorhðM w; roÞ
o mod p:

If it holds, Vp computes an alternative proxy signature key rp ¼ rþ
xph Mw; ro; yp

� �
mod q:

(2) Registration Phase:

(a) Vp computes u ¼ ghðrÞ mod p and chooses three numbers
b1; b2; and k1 2 1; p� 1½ �: The first two numbers b1 and b2 are the blind
factors, and k1 is a random number. With these parameters, Vp computes
z1 and z2 by using the following equations.

z1 ¼ u�be AS
1 modnAS;

z2 ¼ gk1�be AS
2 mod nAS:

Then, Vp sends Vp;AS; Mw; t; ro; z1; z2; Signrp z1 z2j jj jtð Þ
� �

to AS.
(b) At first AS verifies the validity of the warrant and the proxy signature

Signrp z1 z2j jj jtð Þ: AS verifies the validity of Signrp z1 z2j jj jtð Þ by checking
the verification function of a signature scheme with the newly generated

public key y ¼ grp mod p ¼ yyo
o rhðM w; roÞ�

o yhðM w;ro;ypÞ
p mod p:

(c) If the verification function is true, AS accepts that Vp is a valid voter on
behalf of Vo. Then, AS chooses a random number k2 that is unique to each
voter and computes z3, z4, z5, and z6 as follows:

z3 ¼ k2jjtð Þe vp mod nv p;

z4 ¼ zdAS
1 mod nAS

¼ udASb1 mod nAS;

Fig. 1 The framework of
novel proxy e-voting scheme
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z5 ¼ ðz2 � gk 2Þd AS mod nAS

¼ gk1þk2
� �d AS

b2 mod nAS

¼ yd AS
1 b2 mod nAS;

z6 ¼ ðz2�
2 gk 2Þd AS mod nAS

¼ g2k1þk2
� �d AS

b2
2 mod nAS

¼ yd AS
2 b2

2 mod nAS:

where u ¼ ghðrÞ; y1 ¼ gk1þk2; and y2 ¼ g2k1þk2: AS stores the k2 that belongs to
Vo and Vp in the database and sends AS; Vp; z3; z4 z5j jj jz6 flagj jj js0jjtð Þe vp�

mod nvpg to Vp:
(d) Vp firstly obtains k2 by decrypting z3 with dvp. In the same way, he/she can

obtain z4, z5, and z6. Secondly, he/she can compute y1 and y2. At last, he/she
can get signatures s1, s2 and s3 by removing the blind factors in the following:

s1 ¼ z4b�1
1 ¼ ud AS mod nAS;

s2 ¼ z5b�1
2 ¼ yd AS

1 mod nAS;

s3 ¼ z6b�2
2 ¼ yd AS

2 mod nAS:

(e) Let y1 and y2 be the public keys, x1 = k1 ? k2 and x2 = 2k1 ? k2 be the
corresponding secret keys. Vp chooses a random number r and computes
r0 = gr mod p. Then he/she generates two signatures, (r0, s4) and (r0, s5),
of the voting content m in accordance with the original voter’s intention
Cnum. The equations are as follows:

s4 ¼ x�1
1 mu� rð Þmod p� 1ð Þ;

s5 ¼ x�1
2 mu� rð Þmod p� 1ð Þ:

Therefore, Vp can obtain the voting ticket T ¼ s0 s1j jj js2 s4j jj jr0 flagj jj ju y1j jj jmf g:

(3) Voting Phase:

(a) Vp sends T jj s3; s5; y2ð Þe TCS mod nTCS

n o
to TCS.

(b) TCS obtains s3, s5 and y2 by decrypting (s3, s5, y2)eTCS mod nTCS with dTCS.
Then, it verifies the validity of u, y1 and y2 from T by checking the
following verification equations:

u? ¼ se AS
1 mod nAS;

y1? ¼ se AS
2 mod nAS;

y2? ¼ se AS
3 mod nAS:

If the above equations hold, TCS will verify the signatures (r0, s4) and (r0, s5) on
m in addition. The verification equations of the signatures are as follows:
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gmu? ¼ y1s4 � r0 mod p;

gmu? ¼ y2s5 � r0 mod p:

If the results of both equations are correct, TCS will accept that the voting ticket
T is valid. Then, TCS will count the ballots in time.

(4) Counting Phase:
TCS publishes the tickets on the electronic bulletin board and counts them.
Note that the electronic bulletin board is only for reading in public.

(5) Verifying Phase:
The ticket is verified by both the proxy voter and the original voter. The proxy
voter checks his/her vote on the electronic bulletin board to see whether the
vote-counting is correct. Besides, the original voter Vo can check if the proxy
voter Vp casts the corresponding ticket and checks if it follows his/her
intention. The verification equation is as follows.

ghðrÞ mod p? ¼ u

Assume that a voter signs two different voting contents m and m0 by using the
same u, y1, and y2. This is when double voting occurs. In this situation, TCS can
ask AS to find out who the voter is by computing the equations below:

x1 ¼
m0u� mu

s04 � s4
mod p� 1ð Þ;

x2 ¼
m0u� mu

s05 � s5
mod p� 1ð Þ;

TCS can obtain k2 from computing 2x1 - x2 = 2(k1 ? k2) - (2k1 ? k2) = k2.
Hence, TCS can tell AS the k2 to find out the illegal voter from AS’s database.

3 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze how our scheme can resist five different types of attacks
as follows.

Attack 1: A malicious party wants to forge the legal identity and passes through
the registration phase.
Analysis of Attack 1: A malicious party cannot generate any legal identity without
a valid voter’s private key. Moreover, if he wants to forge the valid proxy identity
to register, he will fail. He must obtain the original voter’s signature and the
corresponding warrant and the proxy voter’s signature. Because the identity of the
voter is verified by AS, there exist the corresponding factors: the signature of the
original voter, the proxy voter’s secret key and the warrant that are used to
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describe the proxy identity and the valid delegated period. Hence, the illegal voter
cannot generate the valid proxy signature through the equation verified by AS.

Attack 2: A valid voter wants to forge one more ballot.
Analysis of Attack 2: The voter must pass through the verification equation and
obtain the signature of AS. However, AS is permitted to sign the message one time
for each voter. Hence, the voter can never generate another valid vote without
verifying the equation of AS. If he/she wants to forge AS’s signature, he/she must
face the problem of factoring large numbers, S = MdAS mod nAS.

Attack 3: Two or more voters conspire to get a new signature from individual
signatures.
Analysis of Attack 3: Assume that there are two voters V1 and V2 who want to
conspire to construct a new signature from individual signatures. They can obtain
valid signatures s11; s12; s13ð Þ and s21; s22; s23ð Þ: If they want to generate a new
signature s01; s02; s03

� �
; they have to try to generate s01 from s11and s21: In other

words, they will also face the problem of factoring large numbers,
sd AS

11 ¼ u11 mod nAS:

Attack 4: AS and TCS conspire to forge a valid ballot.
Analysis of Attack 4: Because tickets are public and the k1 is selected by the voter,
everyone can check the number of voting tickets and that of registered voters to
see whether they are equal or not. Hence, our scheme can resist the conspiracy
attack.

Attack 5: A proxy voter wants to violate the original voter’s intention.
Analysis of Attack 5: Because the original voter can check the ballot on the elec-
tronic bulletin board, no one can trace the voter’s identity from u. Besides, because
the original voter’s signature r is known only to himself and the proxy voter,
anyone who wants to obtain r must solve the discrete logarithms and face the
difficulty of the one-way hash function h(x) = y. The function h is one-way in the
sense that given x, it is easy to compute y. However, given y, it is hard to compute x.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a brand new proxy e-voting scheme. In our
scheme, an original voter can delegate a proxy voter to vote on behalf of him/her.
Furthermore, the original voter and the proxy voter can verify their ballot,
respectively. When double voting occurs, the TCS can find out who the voter is.
Our scheme not only can be easily implemented but also shortens the time voters
need to cast their ballots.

In the future work, more experiments with different parameters will be con-
sidered. We also can apply the new cryptographic techniques to this environment
or mobile environment.
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